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Abstract:
Sur (loosely translated as musical notes) can be called the building blocks of melodic music. The Dhrupad
tradition treats music as an expression of Nada (Pure Sound), that takes on the form of Sur and Shruti
(transitional sound in between/ around Sur) against the structural backdrops provided by the discipline of
the form, and the Raga (complex melodic architecture) chosen. However, for Nada to qualify as Sur, it
needs to go through certain processes and satisfy certain criterion. This seminar will establish the contexts
for defining such criterion, and outline the practices involved, through the Dhrupad form of Indian
Classical Music as the medium of exploration. Dhrupad being the oldest surviving form of Indian Music, is
widely considered to have an uncompromising hold over fundamental principles of treatment of voice,
and minutiae of Raga theory and utilization of Shruti in the practice/ performance of Classical Music.
Modelled as a lecture-demonstration, the session will give an overview of fundamental elements of
Dhrupad practice and treatment of voice with practical demonstrations and descriptions. It will also
generate insights about how cognitive processes of sound perception have driven the evolution of
practice/ performative models in a dynamic music tradition, which delves into a fundamental
understanding of auditory parameters in the development of musical constructs.
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